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FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS!
FIG. 1

Install cap metal and cove stick as usual.
The back flange of the cap metal needs to
be removed for 1/2" on both sides of the
corner. (See arrows, figure 1.)
FIG. 2

The material must be fitted tight against
the cove stick and wall. The triangular type
of corner is best-suited for the Trim Line
Corners. (See figure 2.)
FIG. 3

In order to fit the metal Trim Line Corner flat
against the material; remove any excess
material from the outside of the corner.
Use caution not to remove more than necessary. (See figure 3.)

FIG. 4

Form the radius of the
Trim Line Corner to
match the radius of
the cove for a good,
tight fit. Mark the top
of the Trim Line Corner to leave enough
material to allow it to
slide under the cap
metal, and cut. (See
figure 4 and Helpful
Hint #3 - next page.)

FIG. 5

With an electric glue
gun, apply a 1/8"
bead of hot melt adhesive to the center
of the back side of
the Trim Line Corner.
(See figure 5.)

FIG. 6

Without delay, apply
the Trim Line Corner
to the material and
press down its length
with the “V” side of
the plastic applicator
provided. (See figure 6.)

FIG. 7

For inside corners,
follow the same fitting and gluing procedures, and press
with the “point” of
the plastic applicator.
(See figure 7.)

OUTSIDE CORNER PATTERNING
PROCEDURE
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Point A is approximately halfway up the miter
joint on the coveside.
Point B is where the top edges of the two
coves meet in the flat pattern.
Cut a straight seam between A and B.
Using a separate piece of vinyl for your fill
piece, place under material and match pattern
using the A & B seam line as a guide.
This will create the seam edge for both fills.

HELPFUL HINTS
1. Pre-match the material following the outside corner patterning procedure above.
2. For heavily embossed materials, or when
a sealing of the metal to the material is desired, apply a bead of non-shrinking caulking to the edges with a clean, damp rag.
3. With extra-thick materials, it may be necessary to enlarge the opening of the cap
metal for easy access to slide the Trim Line
Corner under the cap metal.
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Outside Silver Corner
Inside Silver Corner
Outside Gold Corner
Inside Gold Corner
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